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A casino tycoon builds a casino empire from nothing and then aliens crash land on his property. Aliens are then released in the
night sky. The owner then finds out that his casino is being destroyed by the attacks.The owner gets ahold of one of the aliens
and goes to visit the home planet of the aliens. The aliens try to blow the casino up but fail. This leads the owner to have an
affair with the alien's female leader and then he blows her up by accident. the player then gets the chance to play as the female
leader.There are several different endings to this game. It is rated M for Violence, Blood and Gore, Intense Fantasy Violence
and Language. Download Alien Shooter 3 Game [PC] : Alien Shooter 3 Free Download Full Version On Pcgolkesnalien
shooter, alien shooter 2, alien shooter 3, alien shooter .A casino tycoon builds a casino empire from nothing and then aliens
crash land on his property. Aliens are then released in the night sky. The owner then finds out that his casino is being destroyed
by the attacks.The owner gets ahold of one of the aliens and goes to visit the home planet of the aliens. The aliens try to blow
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the casino up but fail. This leads the owner to have an affair with the alien's female leader and then he blows her up by accident.
the player then gets the chance to play as the female leader.There are several different endings to this game. It is rated M for
Violence, Blood and Gore, Intense Fantasy Violence and Language. Alien Shooter 3 Game : Alien Shooter 3 Free Download
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